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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This subcategory report details evaluations and draws conclusions for concerns 
raised under Engineering Subcategory 21000, Environmental Qualification, in 
the Employee Concerns Special Program. The evaluations covered five issues 
related to TVA's four nuclear plants: Sequoyah, Watts Bar, Browns Ferry, and 
Bellefonte. The issues were derived from a total of eight employee concerns 
that cited presumed deficiencies or inadequacies in the TVA environmental 
qualification program.  

One issue relates to the location of sensitive instrumentation in a harsh 
en vironment and was investigated at both Sequoyah and Watts Bar. The 
evaluation determined that the condition was known and that the equipment in 

this area was qualified for the environment in question. No corrective action 

The remaining four issues relate tc the adequacy of the environmental 
qualification program. These issues are generic to all four nuclear plants, 
and their evaluation resulted in essentially the same findings and corrective 
actions for each plant. The evaluation found that the issues were valid but 
that the problems had been independently identified by TVA management reviews 
and that significant corrective action was in progress at each plant except 
Bellefonte. The environmental qualification program at Bellefonte is on hold 
pending rescheduling of construction and engineering activities.  

TVA r~anagement's review of the environmental qualification program determined 
that existing procedures did not provide the level of documentation or detail 
required for compliance with 10 CFR 50.49. The root causes for the failure to 
comply were identified by TVA as a fragmented organization and a lack of 
management attention. While these problems existed in the TVA environmental 
qualification program at the time the employee concerns were filed, the 
program has since undergone a major overhaul. The corrective actions taken to 
upgrade the environmental qualification program at each plant to comply with 
10 CFR 50.49 are broad and1 comprehensive. The upgrade program includes the 
preparation and revision of numerous procedures, preparation of a new 
10 CFR 50.49 equipment list, and preparation of new environmental 
qualification packages (binders) for 10 CFR 50.49 equipment. The program at 
Sequoyah is the mo~st advanced and is the model for the other plants. Full 
implementation of the upgraded program, as outlined in the nuclear performance 
plans for all plants, should be sufficient to resolve the issues and concerns 
raised.  

This grouped evaluation at the subcategory level did not find any new or 
broader issues requiring attention. The causes identified and other 
evaluation results are being examined from a wider perspective during the I 
Engineering category evaluation.

2632D-R13 (10/07/837)
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Preface 

This subcategory report is one of a series of reports prepared for the 
Employee Concerns Special Program (ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA). The ECSP and the organization which carried out the program, the 
Employee Concerns Task Group (ECTG). were established by TVA's Manager of 
Nuclear Power to evaluate and report on thore Office of Nuclear Power (ON!') 
employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986. Concerns filed after that 
date are handled by the ongoing ONP Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed over 5800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
formal. written description of a circumstance or circumstances that an 
employee thought was unsafe, unjust, inefficient, or inappropriate. The 
mission of the Employee Concerns Special Program was to thoroughly 
investigate all issues presented in the concerns and to report the results 
of those investigations in a form accessible to OUP employees, the NRC, and 
the general public. The results of these investigations are communicated 
by four levels of ECSP reports: element, subcategory, category, and final.  

Element reports, the lowest reporting level, will be published only for 
those concerns directly affecting the restart of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's 
reactor unit 2. An element consists of one or more closely related 
issues. An issue is a potential problem identifiled by ECIG during the 
evaluation process as having been raised in one or more concerns. For 
efficient handling, what appeared to be similar concerns were grouped into 
elements early in the program, but issue definitions emerged from the 
evaluation process itself. Consequently, some elements did include only 
one issue, but often the ECTC evaluation found more than one issue per 
element.  

Subcategory reports summarize the evaluation of a number of elements.  
However, the subcategory report does more than collect element level 
evaluations. The subcategory level overview of element findings leads to 
an integration of information that cannot take place at the element level.  
This integration of information reveals the extent to which problems 
overlap more than one element and will therefore require corrective action 
for underlying causes not fully apparent at the element level.  

To make the subcategory reports easier to understand, three items have been 
placed at the front of each report: a preface, a glossary of the 
terminology unique to ECSP reports, and a list of acronyms.  

Additionally, at the end of each subcategory report will be a Subcategory 
Summary Table that includes the concern numbers; identifiles other 
subcategories that share a concern; designates nuclear safety-related, 
safety significant, or non-safety related concerns; designates generic 
applicability; and briefly states each concern.  

Either the Subcategory Summary Table or another attachment or a combination 
of the two will enable the reader to find the report section or sections in 
which the Issue raised by the concern is evaluated.
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The subcategories are themselves summarized in a series Of eight category 
reports. Each category report reviews the major findings and collective 
significance of the subcategory reports in one of the following areas: 

" management and personnel relations 

* industrial safety 

" construction 

* material control 

" operations 

" quality assurance/quality control 

" welding 

0 engineering 

A separate report on employee concerns dealing with specific contentions of 
intimidation, harassment, and wrongdoing will be released by the TVA Office 
of the Inspector General.  

Just as the subcategory reports integrate the information collected at the 
element level, the category reports integrate the information assembled in 
all the subcategory reports within the category, addressing particularly 
the underlying causes of those problems that run across more than one 
subcategory.  

A final report will integrate and assess the information collected by all 
of the lower level reports prepared for the ECSP, Including the Inspector 
General's report.  

For more detail on the methods by which RCTG employee concerns were 
evaluated and reported, consult the Tennessee Valley Authority Employee 
Concerns Task Group Program Manual. The Manual spells out the program's 
objectives, scope, organization, and responsibilities. It also specifies 
the procedures that were followed in the investigation, reporting, and 
closeout of the issues raised by employee concerns.
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ECSP GLOSSARY OF REPORT TERES' 

classification of evaluated issues the evaluation of an issue leads to one of 
the following determinations: 

Class A: Issue cannot be verified as factual 

Class B: Issue is factually accurate, but what is described is not a 
problem (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective action) 

Class C: Issue is factual and identifies a problem, but corrective action 
for the problem was initiated before the evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken 

Class D: Issue is factual and presents a problem for which corrective 
action has been, or is being, taken as a result of an evaluation 

Class E: A problem, requiring corrective action, which was not identified 
by an employee concern, but was revealed during the ECTG 
evaluation of an issue raised by an employee concern.  

collective significance an analysis which determines the importance and 
consequences of the findings in a particular ECSP report by putting those 
findings in the proper perspective.  

concern (see "employee concern") 

corrective action steps taken to fix specific deficiencies or discrepancies 
revealed by a negative finding and, when necessary, to correct causes in 
order to prevent recurrence.  

criterion (plural: criteria) a basis for defining a performance, behavior,'or 
quality which OUP imposes on itself (see also "requirement").  

element or element report an optional level of ECSP report, below the 
subcategory level, that deals with one or more issues.  

employee concern a formal, written description of a circumstance or 
circumstances that an employee thinks unsafe, unjust, inefficient or 
inappropriate; usually documented on a K-form or a form equivalent to the 
K-form.
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evaluator(s) the individual(s) assigned the responsibility to assess a specific 
grouping of employee concerns.  

findings includes both statements of fact and the judgments made about those 
facts during the evaluation process; negative findings require corrective 
action.  

issue a potential problem, as interpreted by the ECTG during the evaluation 
process, raised in one or more concerns.  

K-foram (see "employee concern") 

requirement a standard of performance, behavior, or quality on which an 
evaluation judgment or decision may be based.  

root cause the underlying reason for a problem.  

'Terms essential to the program but which require detailed definition have been 
defined in the ECTG Procedure Manual (e.g., generic, specific, nuclear 
safety-related, unreviewed safety-significant question).
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Acronyms 

AI Administrative Instruction 

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction 

&LARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable 

ANS American Nuclear Society 

ANSI American National Standards lnstitute 

ASKE American Society of Mechaanical anieers 

ASTH American Society for Testing and Materials 

AS American Velding Society 

BFr Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

BLU Belletoate Nuclear Plant 

CAQ Condition Adverse to Quality 

CA Corrective Action Report 

CATD Corrective Action Trackine Docient 

CCTS Corporate Comitent Tracking System 

CEG-8 Category Evaluation Group eatd 

CYI Code of Federal Regulations 

CI Concerned Individual 

CUTX Certified laterial Test Report 

COC Certificate of Consforace/Caoplitace 

DCI Design Change Request 

ODC Division of Nuclear Coastructie (see also I. COM)
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DOE Division of Muclear Eatisering 

DNQA Divisioe of Nuclear Quality Assurace 

DIT Division of Nuclear Training 

DO Department of Eergy 

DPO Division Personnl Officer 

DE Discrepancy eport or Deviation Report 

EQC Enaginring Chae Notice 

EC? Eaployoe Concers Progra 

ECP-SI Mploye Concerns Progri-Site epresentativ 

CSP Impleor Concers Special Progra 

ECTO Eaployl Cocerns tak Group 

EE0C Equal bplooywt Opportunity Comaissl i 

tQ Iavirermntal Qelitietie 

EtT EMhrgt cy Iedical Resplose Tea 

EN DaS Eagir ritn Desig 

tlt tmploe esponse Teo or lrmrge• y lespose Tom 

FPC Feldo Chk g Request 

FS• Final Safety nalysis ri port 

FT Fiscal Ter 

SET omeral EapleyO Tritaing 

MCI lasar Cntrol astrctioe 

WVAC Iettl. Vwestilatital Air Ceditienia 

i Iastellaties XIstreutio 

IMPO Iastitute of NIclaHr Poe Operetles 

iZ Insplctios Rtejectt Iktiee

*
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L/ Labor Relations Staff 

BNAI Nodificatioss sad Additieos Iastructioa 

NI Rainteaace Instructios 

aSPn erit System Protection Board 

HT IMagetic Particle Testig 

sCo loacoaformia Coadition Report 

IDE loedestructive Ez9miation 

NP Ihuclear Perfernace Plan 

UPS "oa-plast Specific or ucloear Procedures Syste 

OS1 Nucleaer Quality Assurauce Nasua 

nNC cleear Regulatory Comission 

USB Nuclear Services Brench 

I5n Nuclear Safety Review Staff 

NU COa Division of Nuclear Coastructioa (obsolete ebbreviatie. see DC) 

jUNlAC Nuclear Utility Nlasaasot d eseources Cemittee 

0SIA Occupatioral Safety ad IemUlt Ad isttratiee (or Act) 

09 Office of Nuclear Pwer 

OvUC Office of Vorkers C•npessatie Progr 

Pi Perseel listory tecord 

PT Liqsid Peetreat Testing 

QA allity Asser" ce 

QAP Quality Aserasce Procedures 

QC Quality Ceatrol 

OCI Quality Coetrol Zastructin
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QCP Quality Control Procedure 

QTC Quality Techaology Company 

UIF Reduction is Force 

IT Radiographic Testing 

SQI Sequoyab Nuclear Plaat 

SI Surveilace lanstruction 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SIP Senior Revie Panel 

SVEC Stone Wad Vebster agineering Corporation 

TAS Technical Assistance Staff 

T&L Trades and Labor 

TVA Tenaess* Valley Authority 

TVTLC Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Couacil 

UT Ultrasoni Testing 

VT Visual Testing 

WB8CSP Utts Bar tployee Concera Special Progrea 

WUb UWtts Bar uclear Plnat 

WE Work equest or Vork Rules 

wP Vorkplas
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This subcategorl report details evaluations and draws conclusions for concerns 
raised under Engineering Subcategory 21000, Environmental Qualification.  

The employee concerns are listed by element number in Attachment A. The plant 
location where the concern was originally identified and the applicability of 
the concern to the other TVA plants are also identified.  

The top-level requirements for environmental qualification (EQ) are set forth 
in 10 CFR 50.49. This regulation requires that all plant equipment that is 
important to safety and is located in a harsh environment be qualified for 
that environment. Furthermore, documentation demonstrating equipment 
qualification must be maintained in an auditable file.  

The evaluations are discussed in the balance of this report as follows: 

o Section 2 -- summarizes, by element, the issues stated or implied in 
the employee concerns and addresses the determiniation of generic 
applicability 

o Section 3 -- outlines the process followed for the subcategory 
evaluation 

o Section 4 -. details evaluations of the issues by element and 
presents the findings 

o Section 5 -- highlights the corrective actions required for 
resolution of the negative findings cited in Section 4 and relates 
them to element and to plant site 

o Section 6 i- identifies causes of the negative findings 

o Section 7 *- assesses the significance of the negative findings 

o Attachment A .- lists, by element, each employee concern evaluated 
in the subcategory. The concern number is given, along with 
notation of any other element or category with which the concern is 
shared; the plant sites to which it could be applicable are noted; 
and the concern is quoted as received by TVA, and is characterized 
as safety related, not safety related, or safety significant 

o Attachment S -* contains a sumary of the element-level 
evaluations. Each issue is listed, by element number and plant.  
opposite its corresponding findings and corrective actions. The

26320-13 (100?7/87)
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reader may trace a concern free Attachmt A to an issue It 
Attachment 8 by using the elemnt nmbr and applicable plant. The 
reader may elate corrective actloe description in LAtachm t I to 
causes and sigificance n Table 3 by usitng the CATD Oter w ich 

rears in Attachment in parenthwses at the end of the corrective 
action description 

o Attachment C -- lists the references cited th te et 

2. SUmtMY Of ISSUES/IGEERIC APPLICABILITY 

The eight ploye concerns listed Attachment A (by elent) wre filed 
between ovber 1985 and January 196. Thwe eight concerns hae bee 
exrained and the potential negative findings raised by the have bm 
identified as ssues. Only five separate issues r identified i this 
subcategory. As MC interview of a concerned individual. conducted om 
February 21, 196, also eplored these issues. Tis nterview added certain 
details to the ore broadly stated concers. These details, hoiuer, did met 
alter the basic Issues to be evaluated and, in mad of themelves, did at 
initiate additional corrective actions.  

All concerns discussed herein apply to the EQ progrm In effect before the 
shutdon of SON.  

The five issues evaluated under this subcategory are stated fully 
Attachment , which also lists the corresponding findings ad corrective 
actions that are discussed in Sections 4 and S of this report. The issues, 
groued by eleent, are sumirled below.  

2.1 Sensitive InstrmentsiMars Enwvlromt * Elegmt 210.1 

This issue states that certain sensitive Instrimets and Seqwmt re located 
in a harsh envi ronmt near the botto of the rectr vessel. The Isse es 
Identified at Watts Bar but was investigate at both Watts r and Sepgoy 
because the Reactor Building arrangemnts are nearly the Sin. The issue ws 
not secifically addressed t romS Ferry and kellefonte becase their 
reactor systems and buil$'.: arranements have little is coIms with Watts 
Bar. owever, the secific subject matter of thi t concern is really 
encapsulated in the more broadly e •ressed concerns of ele •t 20. ad Is 
threby addressed by inference for remns Ferry and ellefofte as well.

( 10/0/87)
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2.2 nadequate Environmental Qualification Progra. - Element 210.2 

These four issues state that the EQ progra is inadequate and that not all 
required equipment is qualified. In many cases, qualification records do not 
exist or are inadequate. Also, the current (i.e., preshutdown for SQN) 
uprade program for EQ needs scrutiny. These issues were identified as being 
generic, and were investigated at all four TYA nuclear plants.  

3. EVALUATION PROCESS 

The evaluation process for the subcategory consisted of the following steps I 
(element evaluation methodology is described in Subsection 4.4): 

a. Defined issues for each elment from the employee concerns.  

b. Reviewed aplicable regulatory requirements, industry standards, and 
TYA criteria docuents related to the issues to develop an 
understanding of the design basis.  

c. Reviewed applicable design documents to develop design understanding 
and to verify implemntation status.  

d. Reviewed applicable PM, FSAR, Safety Evaluation Report (SER), and 
SIR Supplements to understand scope and basis of RC review, 
determine regulatory copliance, and to identify any open Issues or 
TYA comitments related to the design.  

e. Reviewed any other documents applicable to the issues and determined 
to b needed for the evaluation such as correspondence transcripts 
of interviews, procedures, audit reports, audit plans, etc.  

f. Using the results fron steps a through e above, evaluated the aw,.es 
for each element.  

q. Tabulated ssues, findings, and corrective actions for each element 
tn a plant-by-plant arrangement (see Attachnt I).  

h. Prepred other tables, as needed, to permit comparison and 
idt ttfifcatton of cemon and unique issues, findings, and co-rective 
acttons agone the four plants.  

t. Clasif ed the ftndingm and corrective actions for each elmnt 
sting te ECSP definitions.  

J. fm th batis of ICSP guidelines, anlyted the collective 
iftgfticae and causes of the findings for ach element.

"1" * t 3 (IW07197)
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k. Evaluated defined corrective actions to determine if additional 
actions are required as a result of causes found in step j.  

1. Provided additional judgment or information that may not be apparent 

at the element level.  

4. FINDINGS 

The findings for each issue in this subcategory are summarized in Attachment 
B. In the attachment, the findings are listed by element number and by 
plIant.  

4.1 Sensitive Equipment/Harsh Environment - Element 210.1 

The issue was valid in that sensitive instrumentation is located in the areas 
described. However, this fact was known, and appropriate measures had been 
taken under the EQ program in existence at the time SQN was shut down to 
ensure operability of this equipment in spite of the environmental conditions 
noted. The present EQ program is adequate to cover safety-related equipment 
located in the areas identified by the concern (SQN, WBN).  

4.2 Inadeouate EQ Proqram - Element 210.2 

All four issues raised by these concerns were raised and found valid for the 
EQ program in existence when SQN was shut down. That overall EQ program had 
been determined inadequate by TVA management reviews independent of, and 
before, the filing of the concerns. The present EQ programs at all TVA units, 
except Bellefonte, have been, or are being, upgraded to comply with 
10 CFR 50.49. Under the upgrade program, all equipment required to be 
qualified is being identified and the documentation is being upqraded as 
required. The new program and its documentation are being audited initially 
as part of TVAs QA program as well as by the NRC. This program must be 
completed before fuel load for each unit. A long-term EQ program is being 
established to continue this activity in support of replacements .nd 
modifications after startup (SQN, WBN, BFN).  

The present EQ program at Sequoyah is being used as a model for the ether TVA 
plants. This program has received thorough scrutiny from the NRC and TVA 
management. The NRC draft SER for the Sequoyah EQ program is favorable. At 
Browns Ferry, the planned NRC inspections and regular audits by TVA management 
should provide the scrutiny required to verify compliance with 10 CFR 50.49.  
Comparable TVA audits and NRC inspections performed at Watts Bar and 
Bellefonte (when appropriate) should provide the scrutiny required (SQN, WBN, 
BFN, BLN).

2632D-R13 (10/07/87)
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Because of plant rescheduling and manpower limitations, the EQ program at 
Bellefonte is on hold and most major systems have been placed under layup 
conditions.  

4.3 Summnary of Subcateqory Findings 

Employee Concern OE-QMS-4 is not addressed in the above discussion because a 
telecon in the interview file indicated that the concern was "basically 
resolved and may be considered closed." In addition, it was found that the 
concern relates to the installation of radio equipment which did not require 
environmental qualification. This concern was assigned to element 210.2 
because the words "equipment qualification" were used in the concern 
description. No issue has been established to correspond to this concern.  
The concern is being resolved through a significant condition report which was 
written for Sequoyah and Watts Bar.  

The classified findings are summarized in Table 1. Class A and B finlings 
indicate there is no problem and that corrective action is not required.  
Class C, D, and E findings require corrective actions. The corrective action 
class, defined in the Glossary Supplement, is identified in the table by the 
numeral combined with the finding class. For e;..imple, the designation C3 in 
Table 1 indicates that the evaluated issue was found to be valid (finding 
Class C) and that a corrective action involving some type of documentation is 
required (corrective action Class 3).  

For element 210.1, while the issue is considered valid, no specific deficiency 
could be identified and no corrective action was specified. As a result, the 
finding is classified as B in Table 1.  

For element 210.2, as mentioned above, the EQ program had been determined 
inadequate by TVA independent of, and before, the filing of these concerns.  
Furthermore, the corrective actions noted above had been initiated before this 
ECTG evaluation. As a result, in Table 1 the finding for element 210.2 is 
classified as C. A singular finding is shown since the deficiency is in the 
overall EQ program and the division of the concerns into four issues is 
somewhat artificial. With respect to the corrective actions for element 
210.2, the deficiencies appear primarily in EQ documentation (corrective 
action Class 3), but correction of the deficiencies requires significant 
revision of EQ program procedures (corrective action Class 2), as well. Some 
modification or replacement of hardware, retraining of personnel, and 
reanalysis of environmental conditions were also involved for SQN and will 
likely be required for WBN, BFN, and BLN.  

Table 2 summvarizes the findings by classification. Where more than one 
corrective action is identified in Table 1 for a single finding (e.g., 
element 210.2), Table 2 counts only a single classification. Thus Table 2

2632D-Rl 3 (10/07/87)
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identifies one finding for each issue evaluated. Based on the classification 
of findinqs described above, two out of six findings require no corrective 
action. One finding per plant requires corrective action. These corrective 
actions, as identified in Table 1 and Attachment B, are essentially the same 
for each of the plants.  

4.4 Element Evaluations 

This section details the evaluations of the issues under elements 210.1 and 
210.2 applicable to each of the four TVA nuclear plants. Supporting rationale 
and references are provided for the findings, which are sunmmarized in 
Attachment B.  

4.4.1 Element 210.1 

The issue described in Section 2 for element 210.1 was identified at WBN and 
was specifically evaluated for both WBN and SQN because SQN has a similar 
Reactor Building arrangement.  

The issue raised in element ?10.1 was not specifically evaluated for BFN and 
BLN because their plant arra.,gements are significantly different from those of 
WBn and SON. However, this-issue was inherently addressed in the evaluation 
of element 210.2, which addresses the adequacy of the entire EQ program.  

What constitutes a "harsh environment" is not as explicitly defined; rather, 
it is presumed to be one that would be significantly more severe at some point 
in time as compared to normal plant operations including anticipated 
occurrences. In addressing this specific concern, the evaluation team applied 
this meaning to the concerned individual's (C1's) use of the words "harsh 
environment." 

It should be noted that none of the applicable regulatory requirements 
prohibit equipment, including "sensitive instrumentation," from being placed 
in harsh environments. The requirements only stipulate that when 
safety-related electrical equipment is placed in such environments, it must be 
appropriately qualified.  

The area at WBN and SQN specifically referred to in the concern ("the bottom 
of the reactor and part way up the building") contains flow, pressure, and 
level transmitters, motor operated flow control valves, position switches, 
temperature elements, and the associated wire and cable. All of this 
equipment that is important t-o safety either has been or is in the process of 
being qualified as described in the evaluation of element 210.2. The 
evaluation team could not identify any special or "sensitive" instrumentation 
in these areas that was not being so addressed.

2632D-R13 (10/07, 87)
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The areas in question can be considered "harsh." Drawings 47E235 sheets 42 
a-d 45 for WBN (Ref. 2) and 47E235 sheets 44 to 48 for SQN (Ref. 3) identify 
the areas in question. The concerned individual's reference to "sensitive 
equipment" is taken to be "electrical equipment important to safety" as 
defined in 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 4). Documents "10 CFR 50.49 Equipment Located 
in the Reactor Building" for WBN (Ref. 5) and "List of Devices Inside 
Containment and Lower Compartment" for SQN (Ref. 6) identify the electrical 
equipment important to safety in the areas in question. Therefore, even 
though the equipment may be considered "sensitive," successful qualification 
under the W5N and SQN EQ programs will demonstrate that it can perform its 
safety functions undEr the "harsh" envfronmental conditions stipulated.  

4.4.2 Element 210.2 

Backaround. It is apparent from documentation associated with the TVA EQ 
program (Refs. 7, 8, and 9) that substantial activity and corrective actions 
were in progress before the employee concerns were filed. To place these 
concerns in proper context to the present TVA EQ program, an historical 
perspective of the overall TVA EQ program and how it evolved into the present 
SQN program is helpful. The most cogent synopsis tue evaluation team found 
was in Section l.A.2 of the SQN Environmental Qualification Package 
SQNEQ-GEN-00 (Ref. 10). This is quoted below for the readers' convenience: 

"A.2 TVA EQ History 

"In early 1980, with NRC's issuance of IE Bulletin 79-OIB and NUkFG-0588, 
TVA reacted with an effort directed at satisfying the licensing izsues 
associated with EQ and relatively little attention was directed toward 
developing an overall programmatic direction that would satisfy the 
operational maintenance, inspections, test and engineering documentation 
requirements over the life of the plant. TVA developed a qualification 
plan and began to jbtain qualified equipment. However, the focus of 
TVA's efforts was to produce a licensing document, the Electrical 
Equipment Environmental Qualification Report (EEEQR) rather than to 
develop a sound engineering basis from which the licensing documents 
could be derived. There was no indication that operational requirements 
were considered as an integral part of the program.  

"Throughout the early 1980s, there were several attempts to recognize the 
overall programmatic requirements associated with EQ, but progress 
suffered due to a general lack of understanding of the full implications 
of EQ. Also, the program was fragmented with no one in overall charge.  

"Audits in both Engineering and Power cited programmatic deficiencies.  
These audits concluded that TVA's EQ efforts lacked programmatic 
direction and definition of interdivisional interfaces resulting in a 
fragmented program with poor overall coordination and communication.
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"Subsequently, in the late 1983 to 1984 timeframe, substantial progress 

was achieved as management began to realize TVA had some problems. EQ 
coordinator positions were established, first in NUC SVCS, then at the 
Plant sites and in OE to provide a focal point for EQ. An effort was 
initiated to develop Jualification Maintenance Data Sheets to provide 
engineering requirements for the maintenance of the qualified status of 
equipment. However, progress in the development of an overall integrated 
proqram was slow and there was still no single entity with overall 
responsibility for the program. Also, it was questionable whether TVA's 
equipment qualification files were 'readily auditable' since the files 
were in several locations and filed under differing schemes.  

"There was a recognition that an upgrade aad consolidation of the 
qualification files was needed, and proposed method was put forth for 
approval to proceed. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant had decided to proceed with 
the proposal in phases just prior to the Management Review that was begun 
on July 19, 1985.  

"The Management Review produced several observations on the EQ activities 
for Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants. These 
observations are delineated in [Ref. 11]." 

Reference 11 transmitted the report, "Management Review of Environmental 
Qualification Activities And Documentation For Conformance with 10 CFR 50.49 
September 25, 1985." This report was prepared by a team of WesTec Services, 
Incorporated, and TVA personnel who performed an overall review of TVA EQ 
activities and documentation to establish TVA's generic compliance to 
10 CFR 50.49 and NUREG-0588.  

On August 21 and 22, 1985, TVA shut down SQN and,: 

"as a result of the Management Review of TVA's Environmental 
Qualification Program, the Environmental Qualification Project was 
established and charged with the objective of developing an Environmental 
Qualification Documentation Program to verify that all plant equipment 
covered under 10 CFR 50.49 is qualified for its application and meets its 
specified performance requirements when subjected to the condotions 
predicted to be present when it must perform its safety function up to 
the end of its qualified life." (Ref. 10) 

In January 1986, after initial issue of the SQN EQ binders was completed, 
emphasis was directed toward completion of a similar program for WBN, 
utilizing essentially the same EQ project that had developed the program for 
SQN (Ref. 12). The BFN units have remained shut down since March 1985 a; a 
result of a variety of TVA and NRC concerns, including the environmental
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qualificatiun of equipment. In January 1986, an environmental qualification 
project was established for BFN. This program was modeled after the one being 
implemented at SQN. No upgrade of the BLN EQ program has been scheduled to 
date becauca of an indeterminate plant restart schedule and manpower 
limitati 

The enmployee concerns addressed herein were not filed until December 1985, 4 
months after the SQN shutdown. The employee concerns address the conditions 
that led to the shutdown and di not challenge the TVA EQ program that was put 
in place to correct the situation. Nevertheless, the evaluation team reviewed 
the TVA EQ program activities independently to ensure that the concerns raised 
were really addressed in the TVA EQ program.  

NRC Investiaative Interview. On February 21, 1986, the NRC staff conducted an 
investigative interview FoTVA personnel. Portions of this interview covered 
subject matter relative to these concerns. The interview transcript was 
forwarded to TVA on June 23, 1986, with a request that the concerns discussed 
therein be evaluated (Ref. 13). This transcript was reviewed by the 
evaluation team. The issue of equipment qualification is discussed on pages 
89 through 99 of the NRC interview transcript. Salient portions of this 
transcript, which expand on the concerns under element 210.2, e~e extracted 
and quoted below: 

From page 91 

"TVA has bought a lot of equipment knowing full well that it needs to be 
qualified, but have made the judgment that they will qualify later and 
they never do. They would take the responsibility for qualifying 
it. . . In some cases they bought and stored it and drew out of those 
stored inventories, making an assumption that it was okay to use it 
whether it was qualifiea or not. In some cases they have attached 
paperwork to it after the fact, without doing any analyses or testing." 

From pages 93 and 94 

"Some of the stuff that I looked at physically sitting out at Phipps Bend 
subsequently was moved to other sites. Boxes of equipment sitting there 
for years that never had receipt inspection done on the quality of the 
equipment or whether it was even specific equipment ordered or the right 
equipment and it was never maintained during that period for any 
long-term storage requirements. . . . Some of it was not even verified as 
qualified. . . . It was just oftentime coupled with unqualified 
untraceable stuff and they mixed inventories and used it at will. . ..  
In many cases the qualification was done to one environment and then used 
at another environment."
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From page 98 

"A standard way of doing business with TVA is to accept stuff and not 
necessarily look to see if what they got was acceptable. If the vendor 
told them it was qualified, it was good enough for them. . . . this 
WesTec report which you probably have read concerning the TVA 
qualification, I had run into practically everything they said there 
including looking at equipment across the-board. I have seen it all and 
a lot more than what they stated in there. I agree with it." 

The statements from page 98 of the NRC transcript indicate that tile WesTec 
report, which initiated EQ activities resulting in the present program, was 
sufficiently thorough to gain the interviewee's agreement and acceptance. The 
statements from page 91 merely add more specific detail as to practices that 
are already covered by the more general scope of the concerns under element 
210.2. The statements from pages 93 and 94, however, suggest two entirely new 
concerns: improper storage and misapplication of equipment that is otherwise 
properly qualified.  

Although site- storage is outside the scope of an engineering concern, the 
evaluation team felt that, since it came up in this investigation and since it 
could be covered within the scope of the element 210.2 issues, investigation 
and disposition under this element would not be unreasonable. Improper 
storage of environmentally qualified equipment from cancelled sites (e.g., 
Hartsville, Phipps Bend, and Yellow Creek) that may have been used on 
operational units is addressed in Quality Assurance Deviation Report 
PPS-A-86-00l (Ref. 14). This resulted in corrective actions in response to 
Sianificant Condition Report (5CR) GENIRP 8601, which is applicable to WBN, 
SON, BFN, and BLN (Ref. 15). Reviews were conducted at the Hartsville, Phipps 
Bend, and Yellow Creek distribution centers for equipment and materials 
transferred to WBN, SQN, BFN, or BLN with the result that "the equipment and 
materials were determined to be acceptable or not affected by the SCR and, in 
all cases, it was determined not to be reportable to the NRC" (Ref. 16).  
Closure of SCR GENIRP 8601 was completed on February 2, 1987 (Ref. 17). This 
issue was resolved in accordance with TVA QA procedures.  

The testimony also suggests that equipment qualified for one application may 
have been used in another where its qualification parameters were 
inappropriate. In such cases, the qualification paperwork will appear to be 
in place and in compliance with program requirements but the equipment could 
actually be unqualified because it was transferred for use in a different 
portion of the plant or to a different plant entirely. This is an engineering 
matter within the scope of the element 210.2 issues, and is treated 
accordingly under this element evaluation as an additional concern.
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Evaluation Results. The specific concerns under element 210.2 were addressed 
and validated in the March 12, 1986, NSRS Report 1-85-225-SQN (Ref. 18), which 
relied heavily on the report "Management Review of Environmental Qualification 
(EO) Activities and Documentation for Compliance with 10 CFR 50.49," dated 
September 25, 1985. The conclusions of this Management Review, as paraphrased 
in the NSRS Investigation Report I-85-225-SQN responding to these employee 
concerns, are: 

"Based on its review of the TVA EQ program at Knoxville and BFN, the team 
concluded that qualification has not been established for many equipment 
items. In general, the EQ files were found to be incomplete and not 
readily auditable; where technical information could be found the 
majority of it was scattered and not easily retrievable. The team 
believed that this situation was due to the fragmented nature of the 
program and the lack of overall cohesive direction of the effort. This 
fragmentation was evidenced by the team's observations of inconsistent 
approaches to qualification by various organizations, lack of detailed 
review, and poor documentation. The team believed that the identified 
deficiencies were significant, systematic, and pervasive, in that the 
same type of deficiencies could be expected to be found in other EQ 
files. The team recommended that TVA place the highest priority on the 
expeditious resolution of these issues." 

The issues outlined above caused TVA to shut down the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
and to develop a comprehensive EQ program. This EQ program effort is-outlined 
in the SQN, WBN, and BFN Nuclear Performance Plans (NPPs) (Refs. 1, 19, and 
20). Review of the documentation associated with the EQ program activities 
shows that the issues raised by these employee concerns were known and in the 
process of being resolved well before the concerns themselves were initially 
filed in December 1985 (Refs. 7, 8, 9, and 10). Since these issues were 
identified independently of the ECTG Program and corrective actions were 
instituted to address the concerns, as pointed out in the quoted statement 
above, the evaluation team concluded that NSRS Report I-85-225-SQN constituted 
a complete response to these employee concerns.  

While the NSRS and TVA/WesTec reports did not specifically address BLN, the 
observed deficiencies were identified as "systematic and pervasive." 
Therefore, the same deficiencies are assumed to exist at BLN as at WBN, SQN, 
and BFN.  

TVA's success in implementing corrective actions at SQN, which serves as the 
model for WBN, BFN, and BLN, is substantiated by the NRC as a result of EQ 
program inspections which began in January 1986 (Ref. 21) and continued into
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Auqust 1986 (Refs. 22, 23, and 24). In its EQ inspection report, the NRC 
addressed these employee concerns as well as the TVA/WesTec report and found 
that: 

"In addition to the above inspection scope, your corrective actions taken 
with regard to the findings of the TVA/WesTec Report were reviewed. The 
inspection determined that the EQ Program which you are implementing is 
adequately addressing the findings of the report.  

"The inspection also reviewed a sample of employee concerns relative to 
your EQ program to evaluate whether the concerns had been resolved from 
the technical standpoint. No deficiencies were identified during the 
inspection relative to the concerns reviewed." 

The program for environmental qualification of electrical/I&C equipment and 
components was reviewed to establish its adequacy in response to the NRC 
interview transcript and the general context of the employee concerns. The 
evaluation team independently reviewed SQN EQ Binders SQNEQ-IFT-01, 
SQNEQ-MOT-003, and SQNEQ-MOV-005 (Refs. 7, 8, and 25) against the requirements 
of IEEE STD 323-1974. Sufficient compliance within the framework of the SQN 
regulatory requirements was established to conclude that the present EQ 
program activities are resolving the issues raised under element 210.2.  

The principal means of upgrading the EQ program at each plant has been the EQ 
Project. The original EQ Project was formed in September 1985 to develop and 
restructure the SQN EQ program. In January 1986, after initial issue of the 
SQN EQ binders was completed, similar programs were established for WBN and 
BFN. The WBN program utilized personnel from the SQN EQ project while at BFN 
contract personnel predominated.  

The EQ programs at WBN and BFN are not as advanced as that at SQN, but they 
are being modeled after the SQN program. The review of EQ procedures and 
documentation at WBN (Refs. 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30) and BFN (Refs. 31, 32, 33, 
and 34) indicates that the essential elements of the SQN EQ program are 
contained in the WBN and BFN EQ programs. The WBN and BFN projects are 
committed to compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 before fuel load. (Refs. 19 and 
20). In July 1985, TVA terminated ongoing EQ work at BLN being done by an 
outside contractor (Ref. 35). Engineering and construction at BLN have been 
essentially on hold since about mid-1985.  

A significant condition report (SCR BLN EEB8543) was issued against the BLN EQ 
program on December 9, 1985 (Ref. 36). The subject condition is stated as 
follows:
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"There is no methodology document which defines the requirements for 
environmental qualification of electrical equipment in harsh environments 
and outlines a program for achieving and maintaining compliance with 
10 CFR 50.49 for Bellefonte Nuclear Plant." 

The engineering report (Ref. 37) associated with this SCR makes the following 
statement with respect to the status of the program: 

"TVA has notified the NRC of our intent to meet the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.49 for BLN (re: L44 850225 801). Also, the list of BLN 
commitments to NRC maintained by the Nuclear Licensing Branch 
(Chattanooga) contains and follows the commitment to provide EQ 
documentation before fuel loading. Since neither TVA nor 10 CFR 50.49 
established a schedule by which plants under construction are to comply 
with 10 CFR 50.49, TVA has not missed a commitment to the NRC, nor are we 
in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.49.  

"TVA has not established an EQ program for BLN to date because of 
manpower limitations. Since the plant schedule has been stretched out, 
there will be adequate time in the future to establish an EQ program that 
will not impact OL schedule. Additionally, the BLN program will be able 
to take advantage of the SQN and WBN program experience." 

The SCR corrective actions are stated as follows: 

o "OE-DETS-NEB will ensure that procedural requirements are issued to 
establish an EQ program for BLN that fulfills the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.49 by fuel load.  

o "OE-DETS-nEB will ensure that the issued EQ program procedures for 
BLN described . . . above are maintained so that the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.49 continue to be fulfilled." 

Implementing these actions, with a program similar to that at SQN, would 
resolve the issues under element 210.2 at BLN.  

The issue of potential misapplication of environmentally qualified equipment 
acquired from cancelled sites, as raised in the NRC interview transcript, is 
also known and has been resolved as part of the comprehensive EQ program 
effort for WBN, SQN, and BFN. Part of the review for suitability of 
application in an operating unit is a cross comparison of the environmental 
oualifications for the equipment and conditions calculated for the plant.  
Review of the WBN, SQN, and BFN EQ binders (Refs. 7, 8, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, and 32) indicates that this evaluation is performed as a routine activity 
irresoective of the acquisition source. It is expected that the same program 
will eventually be applied at BLN.
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The facts that the entire TVA EQ program activity has been conducted and 
implemented under close NRC inspection (Refs. 21, 22, and 24) and that the 
sampled review conducted by the evaluation team detected no significant 
discrepancies, support the general conclusion of adequacy and regulatory 
conformance exists throughout the entire the EQ program. Further 
substantiation of this conclusion is found in the NRC draft SQN EQ program 
Safety Evaluation Report (Ref. 38) which contains the following statements.  

"On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff has reached the 
following conclusions with regard to the qualification of electric 
equipment important to safety within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49: 

"(1) The Sequoyah electrical equipment environmental qualification 
program complies with the requirements of l0 CFR 50.49.  

"(2) TVA's proposed resolutions for each of the environmental 
qualification deficiencies identified in the staff's SER and the FRC 
TER are acceptable.  

"The staff's findings regarding compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 rely on 
certain modifications/replacements that must be completed for the 
affected equipment to be qualified. In all cases, TVA is aware of what 
modifications or replacements are required. However, as a contirmatory 
action, prior to restart, TVA will be required to certify that the ...  
issues [noted herein] have been completed or resolved." 

For DNE activities at SQN, a long-term EQ program is being established 
(Refs. 9, 39, and 40). The position of EQ coordinator for plant activities 
has been established with reporting responsibilities to the plant maintenance 
superintendent. The EQ coordinator is responsible for implementation of the 
site EQ program and for ensuring compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 is maintained.  
The program will be in place and functioning before SQN startup. The 
SQN-specific DNE procedure (Ref. 40) is based on the ONE procedure (Ref. 41) 
applicable to all TVA units for long-term EQ program requirements. This 
broader DNE procedure (Ref. 41) will be used to establish long-term EQ 
programs at WBN, BFN, and BLN before startup. The use of a common DNE-level 
orocedure should result in long-term EQ programs at WBN, BFN, and BLN that are 
similar to the one at SQN. In addition, the EQ program for each plant will 
continue to be scrutinized by internal TVA quality assurance organizations 
(i.e., QA as supported by EA) and the NRC.  

5. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

Table 1 identifies a total of eight corrective actions for element 210.2 but 
none for element 210.1. The corrective actions, along with their 
finding/corrective action classifications, are summarized in Table 3. The
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corrective action descriptions in the table are a condensation of the more 
detailed corrective action information provided in Attachment B. The plants 
to which the corrective actions are applicable are identified by the 
Corrective Action Tracking Document (CATD) column where the applicable plant 
is identified by the CATO number.  

As noted earlier, TVA had initiated corrective action on its environmental 
qualification program before the beginning of this ECTG evaluation. TVA's 
upqrade Program for EQ is outlined in the Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan 
(Ref. 3). The upgrade program is essentially the same for each of the TVA 
plants. TVA's corrective action for the ECTG findings of the referenced 
element reports is to complete the implementation of the upgrade program at 
each plant. For the purposes ef this subcategory evaluation, TVA's corrective 
action has been broken into its two main components: (1) upgrading program 
procedures, and (2) upgrading program documentation. As a result, a total of 
eight corrective actions are identified in Table 1 for element 210.2.  

A special EQ program was established at each plant (except Bellefonte) to 
review all activities affecting EQ, including procurement, storage, and 
maintenance procedures; environmental drawings and calculations; 10 CFR 50.49 
equipment list; and EQ documentation; and to revise or restructure these, as 
aopropriate. A key feature of the upgrade program is the collection of EQ 
documentation into contrplled binders to provide a central auditable file to 
demonstrate qualification as required by 10 CFR 50.49.  

The evaluation team findings regarding the completion status of the SQN 
corrective action plan (CAP) for SQN Element Report 210.2 (Ref. 42) are 
documented in the "ECTG Verification Closeout Checklist" (Ref. 43). This 
report states: 

"The evaluation team concluded that the EQ program that was established 
and the procedures that control its continuing activities adequately 
resolve the employee concerns discussed in SQN Element Report 210.2 and, 
subject to completion of the remaining open items, satisfy the CAP 
commitments as outlined in revision 1 of the NPP." 

6. CAUSES 

Table 3 identifies the causes for each finding requiring corrective action.  
An attempt was made to identify only the most direct precedent condition that 
led to each finding; however, in this instance it appeared that the problem 
resulted from a combination of causes, so each is identified. In all cases, 
the experience of the evaluation team was used to establish the cause.
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The causes identified in rable 3 relate to the conditions that existed at the 
time the employee concerns were filed. As noted above, the TVA EQ program had 
been determined inadequate by a TVA management review independent of, and 
before, these concerns were filed. A brief summary of the conditions in that 
time frame is found in the Sequoyah Nuclear Performanc e Plan (Ref. 1). This 
is quoted below for the reader's convenience: 

"The cause for the failure to comply in a timely fashion with 
10 CFR 50.49 requirements was a lack of management attention to the 
environmental qualification program. As a result, responsibility and 
authority [were] not clearly defined and thus the level of documentation 
and attention to detail required for compliance was not recognized.  
Additionally, there was a failure to stay informed of the performance of 
the remainder of the nuclear utility industry in this program area.  
These factors were further compounded by an organizational structure 
which made communication and cooperation between design and operational 
personnel difficult." 

This summary identifies the root causes for the failure of the TVA EQ program 
to comply with 10 CFR 50.49. The TVA management review mentioned above had 
identified a number of deficiencies in the program, including inconsistent 
approaches to qualification by various organizations, lack of detailed review, 
and poor documentation. EQ files were found, in general, to be incomplete and 
not readily auditable. As a result, qualification had not been established 
for many equipment items. The root causes for these problems are identified 
by TVA as a "Lack of Management Attention" and "Fragmented Organization." The 
evaluation team's independent review in response to these employee concerns 
confirms the validity of TVA's prior finding. Again, these observations do 
not reflect the current status of the EQ program at TVA, because, subsequent 
to the management review in 1985, the program has undergone a major revision.  

7. COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE 

The issues raised by the employee concerns in this subcategory were identified 
and validated by TVA management reviews independent of, and before, the 
concerns were filed. Subsequently, TVA has conducted a major revision or 
upgrade of its EQ program. The upgrade program for environmental 
qualification is addressed specifically in Section III, Special Programs, of 
the Nuclear Performance Plan for each plant. The broader issues of a 
"Fragmented Organization" and "Lack of Management Attention," which were 
largely responsible for the programmatic deficiencies of the old environmental 
qualification program, are addressed partly in Section III and, more 
generally, in the balance of this nuclear performance plan. The upgraded 
program is currently being implemented, with some minor variations, at
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Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Browns Ferry. Additionally, TVA has committed to 
implementing an equivalent program at Bellefonte after engineering resumes 
there. The current plan at each plant is to implement the program on a 
unit-by-unit basis rather than for the entire plant at once.  

The EQ program at Sequoyah has progressed the farthest and, in fact, is nearly 
complete. The Sequoyah program has been subjected to thorough scrutiny by TVA 
management and the NRC. The NRC review has led to a favorable draft SER on 
that EQ program, subject to the TVA completion of a number of open items.  
Full implementation of this program at each of the TVA plants should be 
sufficient to resolve the issues and concerns raised.  

The evaluation team's conclusion as to the significance of the findings and 
associated corrective actions is indicated in Table 3 in the last three 
columns. Significance is rated in accordance with the type of changes that 
resulted from the corrective actions. The EQ upgrade program has resuited in 
extensive changes to EQ-related documentation including: the preparation or 
revision of numerous procedures; preparation of a new 10 CFR 50.49 equipment 
list; the collection of qualification records into auditable EQ documentation 
packages (binders); and the reevaluation of these records to establish 
equipment qualification in the current plant configuration. As a result of 
the reevaluation, some equipment modification or replacement has been required 
at SON and is likely at WBN, BFN, and BLN. These hardware changes are 
reflected in the open items sections of the EQ binders.  

The EQ upgrade program is a large effort thot has required roughly one hundred 
engineering man-years per plant and is still ongoing. The effort to date has 
been focused on the first unit at each plant to be started. The upgrade 
effort required before startup of subsequent units should be substantially 
less, but still significant. The staffing level required to maintain 
equipment qualification in the long term will be significantly higher under 
the new program than under the old one. Currently, the EQ effort is focused 
on Sequoyah unit 2 and Browns Ferry unit 2. EQ program implementations at 
Watts Bar and Bellefonte-are presently lower priority items and awaiting 
successful conclucions of the Sequoyah and Browns Ferry programs so that 
experienced manpower can be used at these follow on plants. Nearly half the 
individuals currently involved are contract personnel (roughly 90 percent at 
Browns Ferry and somewhat less at Sequoyah). Thus, there is significant 
potential for a loss of experience and continuity in this area, particularly 
at Browns Ferry. The impact or this situation, or the manner in which it is 
accommodated, remains to be seen.
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TABLE 1 

CLASSIFICATION OF FINDINGS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Issue/ 
Finding**E 1 ement

210.1 Sensitive Instruments/ 
Harsh Environments 

210.2 Inadequate Environmental 
Qualification Program

Finding/Corrective 
Action Class* 

SQN WBN BFN BLN 

B B

*Classification of Findings and Corrective Actions

A. Issue not valid.  
No corrective action required.  

B. Issue valid but consequences acceptable.  
No corrective action required.  

C. Issue valid. Corrective action 
initiated before ECTG evaluation.  

D. Issue valid. Corrective action 
taken as a result of ECTG evaluation.  

E. Peripheral issue uncovered during ECTG 
evaluation. Corrective action required.

Hardware 
Procedure 
Documentation 
Training 
Analysis 
Evaluation 
Other

**Defined for each plant in Attachment B.  
* Issues a, b, c, and d, as listed in Attachment B, are essentially the same 

and are, therefore, treated as a single issue.
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TABLE 2 

FINDINGS SUMMARY

Classification of Findings 

A. Issue not valid. No corrective 
action required.  

B. Issue valid but consequences acceptable.  
No corrective action required.  

C. Issue valid. Corrective action 
initiated before ECTG evaluation.  

D. Issue valid. Corrective action taken 
as a result of ECTG evaluation.  

E. Peripheral issue uncovered during 
ECTG evaluation. Corrective action 
required.

Total 2

Pl ant 

SQN WBN BFN BLN Total 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 2 

1 1 1 1 4 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0

2 1 1 6
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TABLE 3 
MATRIX uf ELEMENTS. COIRECTIVE ACIIONS. AND CAUSES 

SUCATEGORT 21000
REVISION IM ER: 3 
PAGE 22 OF 25

I CAUSES OF NEGATIVE FINDIGts * 
I I I TECIHICAL 

I mumAMENT EFFECTIVENESS 'D SIGN PROCESS (FFECTIVENESS I ACDqACT 
I 1I 2 I 3 41 I S I8 1 I a 10 I I1 I 3 I 14 I IS I I 
Irat I I IProce-IIndel I I I Iln - I(lngrg IOesigalinsulf.J I I I Signlfi

FIMUI•/ Intedlinade-ine4de-ldures Iquate (Un- I lnade-*l quate I Lack lJudgmt|Crlt/ IVerif (Stds I I cnce of 
CO3AECTIE jUrgan-lquate Iquate Ilot ICom- ItlelylLack Iquate Ilnade-lAs-blt of I not ICoitjDocu- Inot I I I Corrective 

ACTIOM iz*- I Q- Irroce-Ifol- Iunt- IIes oflof NgtiDesignIquate IRecont-*esinlDocu- I Not Iment-Fol- IEnrg IVendorl Actions* I 
(LEM CLASS.** cOWaEMCnIV ACTION CATO Itton .trnl Idures 1leod Ica.tonllssuIelAtten IBses C IClcs l01. I1Dttl1InI ent etd Itt l Ilowed Emrror Itrror I 0 IM NI 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ZO1.2 C2 Upgrade EU program procedures. 5$ I X II | . .  

WI 01 
u I I I I 
KIT 01 

No I I I I I I I I I I I i i i 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
CJ Upgrade equipmewt IE S Ul I 

docmnu ation. MO01 n o I I I I I I I I I I I I 
OI I I 1I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1I 
To T sL I I I I I I I I I I I 2 I I I II 

I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I i I I I

* Defined to the GIessary SUIlmWnt.  

* Defined in Table I.
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GLOSSARY SUPPLEMENT 
FOR THE ENGINEERING CATEGORY 

Causes of Neqative Findings - the causes for findings that require corrective 
action are categorized as folluvws: 

1. Fragmented organization - Lines of authority, responsibility, and 
accountability were not? clearly defined.  

2. Inadequate quality (Q) training - Personnel were not fully trained 
in the procedures established for design process control and in the 
maintenance of design documents, including audits.  

3. Inadequate procedures - Design and modification control methods and 
procedures were deficient in establishing requirements and did not 
ensure an effective design control program in some areas.  

4. Procedures not followed - Existing procedures controlling the design 
process were not fully adhered to.  

5. Inadequate comimunications - Communication, coordination, and 
cooperation were not fully effective in supplying needed information 
within plants, between plants and organizations (e.g., Engineering, 
Construction, Licensing, and Operations), and between 
interorganizational disciplines and departments.  

6. Untimely resolution of issues - Problems were not resolved in a 
timely manner, and the-ir -resolution was not aggressively pursued.  

7. Lack of management attention - There was a lack of management 
attention in ensuring that programs required for an effective design 
process were established and implemented.  

8. Inadequate design bases - Design bases were lacking, vague, or 
incomplete for design execution and verification and for design 
change evaluation.  

9. Inadequate calculations - Design calculations were incomplete, used 
incorrect input or assumptions, or otherwise failed to fully 
demonstrate compliance with design requirements or support design 
output documents.  

10. Inadequate as-built reconciliation - Reconciliation of design and 
licensing documents with plant as-built condition was lacking or 
incomplete.
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11. Lack of design detail - Detail in design output documents was 
insufficient to ensure compliance with design requirements.  

12. Failure to document engineering Judgments - Documentation justifying 
engineering judgments used in the design process was lacking or 
incomplete.  

13. Desiqn criteria/commitments not met - Design criteria or licensing 
commnitments were not met.  

14. Insufficient verification documentation - Documentation (Q) was 
insufficient to audit the adequacy of design and installation.  

15. Standards not followed - Code or industry standards and practices 
were not complied with-.  

16. 'Engineering error - There were errors or oversights in the 
assumptions, methodology, or judgments used in the design process.  

17. Vendor error - Vendor design or supplied items were deficient for 
the intended- purpose.  

Classification of Corrective Actions - corrective actions are classified as 
belonging to one or more of the following groups: 

1. Hardware -physical plant changes 

2. Procedure -changed or generated a procedure 

3. Documentation - affected QA records 

4. Training - required personnel education 

5. Analysis - required design calculations, etc., to resolve 

6. Evaluation - initial corrective action plan indicated a need to 
evaluate te issue before a definitive plan could be established.  
Therefore, all hardware, procedure, etc., changes are not yet known 

7. Other - items not listed above 

Peripheral Finding (Issue) - A negative finding that does not result directly 
from an employee concern but that was uncovered during the process of 
evaluating an employee concern. By definition, peripheral findings (issues) 
require corrective action.

26320-1113 (10/07/87)
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Siqnificance of Corrective Actions -The evaluation team's Judgment as to the 
significance of the corrective actions listed in Table 3 is indicated in the 
last three columns of the table. Significance is rated in accordance with the 
type or types of changes that may be expected to result from the corrective 
action. Changes are categorized as: 

o Documentation change (D) - This is a change to any design input or 
output document (e.g., drawing, specification, calculation, or 
procedure) that does not result in a significant reduction in design 
margin.  

o Change in design margin (M) - This is a change in design 
interpretation (minimum requirement vs actual capability) that 
resitlts in a significant (outside normal limits of expected 
accuracy) change in the design margin. All designs include margins 
to allow for error and unforeseeable events. Changes in design 
margins are a normal and acceptable part of the design and 
construction process as long as the final-design margins satisfy 
regulatory requirements and applicable codes and standards.  

o Change of hardware (H) - This is a physical change to an existing 
plant structure or component that results from a change in the 
design basis, or that is required to correct an initially inadequate 
design or design error.  

If the change resulting from the corrective action is judged to be 
siqnificant, either an "A" for actual or "P* for potential is entered into the 
appropriate column of Table 3. Actual is distinguished from potential because 
corrective actions are not complete and, consequently, the scope of required 
changes may not be known. Corrective actions are judged to be significant if 
the resultant changes affect the overall quality, performance, or margin of a 
safety-related structure, system, or component.
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ATTACHMENT A 

EMPLOYEE CONCERNS 
FOR SUBCATEGORY 21000 

Attachment A -- lists, by element, each employee concern evaluated in the 
subcategory. The concern number is given, along with notation of an~y other 
element or category with which the concern is shared; the plant sites to which 
it could be applicable are noted; and the concern is quoted as received by TVA 
and characterized as safety related, not safety related, or safety significant.
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CONCERN DESCRIPTIOM*

li.. I 

Rid.,?

K*ll-6-I-014 

Xt41-1??-1*16 

aIM<«-a«l-sIJ

S X See See Sensitive equipment, i.e., instruments and instrument panels re 
ZIO.? 710.? located In a larsah environmest. Cl stated that the location of this 

equiplmet Is In the bottom of the reactor and part way up the 
buildain. Unit not specfied.0 (5) 

S X X telromumental qualification of electrical and 1IC equiplent and 
components s Inadequate. Qualificatitn was often wnt done, or if It 
was doe, records do not exist In eany cases, which results in 
qedificattlo or replacer et. Current uoproe progra for 
envireointal quallftcations needs scrutiny. CI has ms further 
laformetIo. Anoymous concere via letter." (SR) 

SX Cnavireneatal qualification of electrical and I1C equipw• t and 
components Is Ireqate. Qualification was often mnt done, or if it 
was doe, records do not eutst In eay cases. which results In 
monification or replacement. Current upgreae progrm for 
nvironmental quallfications needs scrutiny. Cl has no further 

1(forestloe. Aaeonyus concern via letter." (SS) 

X X I" *L•virelro atl qualificati(o of electrical an ItC equipwent a•n 
croments is ladeuate. Qualificatlon was often not done, or If it 
was done rer•s do t oeist st stny cases, hIich results Is 

lseification or replace ent. Current Untei progre for 
enMviromental qualifications eeds scrutiny. Cl has no further 
Iaforematti. Aonymous concere via letter." (SI) 

X X X "tviroMmental qualification of electrlcal and IC equipment nd 
comoW t is insdequate. Qualification was oftee not doe, or if it 
was doe, records *o mot exist In *sny cases, which results In 
modification or repltceent. Current upgre prowgr for 
environmental qualificatons reds scrutiny. CI has no further 
infwratIo. Dsaanaus concern via letter." (Si) 

I X I X MUC idetifite the followll concers from review of the QTC file: 
'laosquate environmental owllificateio/4ocumtatIons.' (SR)

* •eS s Ia lctesr softy rl* ate, Not safety related, or safety sigpIflcant per deteresiatton criteria in the £CT6 Progren mnM t ol napplie 
ky t efr evolattioss.  
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qualifiCati.. Of couposotS pOrW NUIB[ OWS that 04 the Set4meOYS 
piust Shuut d~oe. CI has so specifics or hardware details.0 (40) 

x x x 1 Imaiviaual had loforwatiao that mIqht be helpful In tow equipset 
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TVA EMPLOYEE CONCERNS 
SPECIAL PROGRAM

REPORT NUIMBER: 21000 
REVISION NUMBER: 3 
Page 8-1 of 7

ATTACHMENT B 

SUMMARY OF ISSUES, FINDINGS, AND 
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR 

SUBCATEGORY 21000 

Attachment B -- contains a summary of the element-level evaluations. Each 
Issue is listed, by element number and plant, opposite its corresponding 
findings and corrective actions. The reader may trace a concern from 
Attachment A to an issue in Attachment B by using the element number and 
applicable plant. The reader may relate a corrective action description in 
Attachment B to causes and significance in Table 3 by using the CATO number 
which appears in Attachment B in parentheses at the end of the corrective 
action description.
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ATTACHMENT a 
SUMWnRi UF ISULS. FlMING$S, ANU CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

FOR SUUCATEtiuY 210100

Flndlngs

REVISION WtUMER: 3 
Page B-2 of 7

Corrective Actions

* t 111 -*** Locaed a o 

CEalet />0.1 - 1«mastl(e Equip«Mnt Located to Mtr««i End(reseents

a. Certal sensitive equMipmet.  
such as ilstrimets iad itstrumet 
pmlsi. Is lteate ito a amrs 
eavirommt near the tol r prtio 
of tWh reactor.

a. Certai* se-nitiwe equplmnt, 
sM as estauwnts and nlstrument 
peels. s Itcated n a h•rs 
e*tw t sear t lwer portioe 
of tw enactor.

a. The concern does not specifically Identify any 
safety-related equlpment of a unique or "sensitivel 
sature that Is not already befgn covered in the ipQ E1P.  
Tts areas I questlon can be considered "tarsh." 
Therefore. safety-related nstrumentation In these areas 
mest be appropriately qualified. The SU EUP presently 
o place adequately covers the equipment located In the 

areas referred to by the Cl and as mre accurately 
identifed by Sheets 44 to 48 of S• Urawing 4E135, 
*w(witremetal Oata. Enviroeaent - Mars." and "Seqsuyah 
Nuclear Plant - Units I and ? Equipment Requiring 
walification under tOFit50.49 List." Tiese conclusions 

are supprted Ia the evaluation of element 210.? for SqU.  

a. Tate areas In questiol n be considered *larsh" as 
identified by mu Uranlngs 4t73-42 and 47E23545. the 
cancerned tlndivlals reference to "senstive 
equilit," Nitcll he later defines as "istrumnts and 
(astrmnt panels." Is take to be "electrical equipment 
tsopetant to safety* as defined lF U006o.49.  
Terefere. drain these references together eans that 
safety-relates I*strmtatten is these areas eist be 
apprepriately quallfled. the TA Elnvlronntal 
qualificatlmn ftrlr (EVI presently Is place is based 
ea e-mpliamce wit 10CFRIM.41. teview of the eocvent.  
"lftR0 .4t (•qipmet Located In tMhe eactor utilding 
Matts ar muclear loant," (S0/2V1), sows the Inclusion 
of te electrical equipmet leprtant to safety In the 
areas Identified. Therefore, even th the equpnt 
*ey be emttdere "senasttIe," successful qualification 
usder tIe 4n EqP will 0dmstrate that It cn p•farer 
its safety fuctless noder the "•arsa enlromental 
coalttins stipulated.

a. None required.  

a. one required.
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Corrective Actions

(Cambsod .itah PtO.Pt

um(c.s4 Oltes ?l0O.?) 

Ils 

(Cerlsed with Fla.R)

(Colm4d wslto 210.j) 

ILl 

(Comined with 70.2)

Elemst tl.d *- lS geaU te Ieirwlemntal guallftcattie Pfrglre 

All time issues ralsed by these ccrAs wre vS lla for te 
eld El praqr•a I* effect to Ael4 st ItI", but nwre 4*so 

asqulAotel sIermse tso owvestlatt Im Report 145--2t -SQN.  
frwireamti 4l qalt ificetIA I•ectrical/lI"

4. tw eowimsr tLl qulificattem (04ll 
arlu4 at Se*epe is taseml te.

4. tUe el mL Eq p0 r am L detereil ls•t~eate imI 
TWA .emasmeat rlews ipm f en prior t t u 
filling of tese comres.

4. COrrective Actta TracklIa lkuneet (CATO) 
210 02 qli 01 was formerie4 to TVAM 
O1S/3I/. Thls CATu require completion of 
a eavlremnMtal qualificatte proraIw as 
eutlila tI tow Sql I1lear Performece Pla 
prior to S restart.  

0o ll/Oi/I , a Crrective Actlie Plas 
vesp4lanil to this CATO was reclvel bi the 
ICIS. The corrective ctless eutllne 
tieret* a4 tie etortils 4ttaeihe to it 
dauestrate that corrective act les 
tlitlatel or tme TA Eq PrelrW are 
sufficleat to resolve these empolpee 
teceras. Is 4MIttelel teorrective actios 
wae meceswy. TIsme actitas are 
st Isfactory to tie ev4auat tl teei.

AaF-6 IW0lu0l1)
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F indlnqsIssues5

REVISIOM NUMRI 3 
Prae 8*6 of 7

Corrective Actlons

Clement 710.7 - U (Continued)

d. The current upqrade proqrw for EU 
needs scrutiny.

a. The environwental qualification ((U) 
proqra at drowns Ferry Is Inadequate.  

b. Not all required equipment was 
qualified.  

c. Qualification records do not exist 
or are Inadequate In many cases.

d. Audits and other verification activities by TVA manaee ant 
and QA, similar to those conducted on SO will provide 
the scrutiny required to assure successful completion of 
the MUN (4) proqra. In a 03/10/I1 teleconference It was 
established tnat a complete and Inteqrated audit schedule 
for the WIN UMIN. NIEP, Uperations, and Construction 
orqanizations by CA and WUIJA I being Implemented to 
assure the level of scrutiny required to meet 10CFR50.49.  

IFN 

All four Issues raised by these concerns uere valid for the 
old EQ Proqraw, but were also adequately addressed by the 
TIA NSRS Investlqative Report 1-85-225-5QI, *Cnvironmental 
Qualiflcatlon/Clectrical/l&C Equipeant/Coooennts," 
(03/1/86), and the IFN Nuclear Performance Plan.  

a. The old UFN CQ proqra had been determined inadequate by 
TVA management reviews Independent of and before these 
concerns were filed.  

b. All equipment required to be qualified Is belng 
identified and the docuentation is being upgraded in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.49. This program wust be 
completed before IFN restart. A lonq-term EU prograw 
will be established to continue this activity In support 
of replacements and modifications after restart.  

c. Records and related documentation files demonstratinq the 
adequacy of the *FM EQ proqra are beinq developed.  
These records are beinq audited by TVA manaqement and the 
NRC. Also, these files will be completed before restart 
and maintained by the lonqer term EQ proqram.

d. Same'as a* above.  

SFN

a. CATU 210 02 SFN 01 states that no 
auditable EQ documentation is currently 
available and that comp lance with 10 CFr 
50.49 oust be established by appropriate 
review before IFN restart. TVA's 
corrective action plan (TCAB-446, 
07/?1/87) outlines the plan and 
applicable procedures for bringinq sFN 
Into copollance with 10 CFR 50.49, 
Includinq the preparation of auditable EQ 
documentation. Furthernor4, the CAP 
catmits TVA to full Itplemntation of 
this proqram for each unit before restart 
of that unit. This CAP Is acceptable to 
the evaluation team.  

b. Sam as "a" above.  

c. Sam as "a" above.

73J78-. (10/01/87)
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Corrective Actions

Llement 71U.? - WUN (Continued)

4. The current upqrade proqrar for EQ 
needs scrutiny.

a. The environmental qualification (LQ) 
proqram at Bellefonte is Inadequate.  

b. Not all required equipment was 
qualified.  

c. Qualification records do not exist 
or are Inadequate In many cases.  

d. the current upqrade proqram for EQ 
needs scrutiny.

d. The UFN EC proqram is modeled after tne S4N EQ proqram 
whir'- "'elved thorough scrutiny from the NKC and IVA 
manaqemni... Planned NHR :spectlons and reqular audits 
by TVA manaqement should pi.s lde the scrutiny required to 
meet 10 CFR 50.49 at 8FN.  

BLN 

All four issues raised by these concerns were valid for the 
old (E proqrea. However, they had been identified 
previously by the TVA NSRS Investiqative Report 
I-Us*~-b-SUN, "Environmental Qualification/Electrical/IlC 
Lqulpment/Components," (UJ/12/86).  

a. Alonq with SUN, WNN, and BFN, the old BLN EQ proqra* had 
been determined Inadequate by TVA manaqeoent reviews 
independent of, and prior to, the filinq of these 
concerns. Howe"er, unlike the situation at other TVA 
units, there is no current effort to upqrade the EQ 
program at 1LN. Instead, the EQ proqram Is on hold and 
most major systems have been placed under layup 
conditions. Equipment layup is performed under a 
controlled proqram with TVA manaqement reviews and audits.  

b. All equipment required to be r.tlified by 10 CFR 50.49 
will be identified and qual'i eo before fuLl load.  
However, as a result of plant reschedulinq and manpower 
limitations, this activity I- currently on hold.  

c. Records and related documentation files demonstratinq the 
adequacy of the BLN EQ proqram will be developed as 
required by 10 CFR 50.49. Inese records will be audited 
by TVA management and the NRC, as appropriate. However, 
as a result of plant reschedulinq and manpower 
limitations, this documentation activity is also on hold.  

d. there is no upqrade program for EQ at BLN at this' time.  
TVA is committed to upqradinq the EQ proqram when 
resources permit, buildinq on the experience qained at 
SQU•, NUN, and BFN. Audits by TVA management and NRC 
inspections comparable to those provided at SOQN and BFN 
will provide the scrutiny required.

d. Same as "a" above.  

BLN

a. CATU 710 07 BLN 01 states that an EQ 
proqrna comparable to the one at SUN has 
not been Implemented at BLN. TVA's CAP 
(TCAB-604, 07/2U/87) commits TVA to 
irplee.,itation of an upqraded EQ proqram 
at BLN for each unit before that unit 
loads fuel. The SUW EQ proqram will be 
used as a model, alonq with any lessons 
learned at SQN, wBN, and BFN. Although 
little is currently beinq done on the EQ 
proqram for BLN, Joint UNQA/tA audits 
will be performed on a periodic basis to 
monitor the status of the proqrae. This 
CAP is acceptable to the evaluation teem.  

b. Same as "a" above.  

c. Same as "a" above.  

d. Same as "a" above.

I.sues
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ATTACHMENT C 

REFERENCES 

1. Sequoyah Nu:lear Performance Plan, Section III, "Special Programs," 
(07/14/86) 

2. TVA Watts Bar Drawing 47E235, Sheets 42 and 45, "Environmental Data, 
Environment-Harsh" 

3. TVA Sequoyah Drawing 47E235, Sheets 44 through 48, "Environmental Data, 
Environment-Harsh" 

4. 10 CFR 50.49, "Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment 
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants" 

5. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, "10 CFR 50.49 Equipment Located in the Reactor 
Building," (02/12/87) 

6. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, "List of Devices Inside Containment and Lo'er 
Compartment," (09/11/86) 

7. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Environmental Qualification Package, 
SQNEQ-IFT-001, "Gould Flow Transmitters," (12/11/85) 

8. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Environmental Qualification Package, 
SQNEQ-MOT-003, "Joy Fan/Reliance Electric-Induction Motor, Type RN 
Insulation - Inside Containment," (12/08/85) 

9. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Standard Procedure SQA 173, "Sequoyah Nuclear 
Plant O1CFR50.49 Environmental Program," Rev. 1, (11/18/85) 

10. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Environmental Qualification Pack3ge, 
SQNEO-GEN-001, (03/02/86) 

11. TVA memo from J. W. Hutton to Darling and Abercrombie, "Management Review 
of Environmental Qualification (EQ) Activities and Documentation for 
Compliance with 10 CFR 50.49," [B70 85092 007], (09/26/L5) 

12. TVA memo from M. L. Rayfield to R. G. Domer, "Watts Bar Environmental 
Qualification Project (EQP) Transition Plan," [B26 0623 035], (06/23/86) 

13. Letter from B. J. Youngblood, NRC, to S. A. White, TVA, with the attached 
transcript of the investigative interview conducted by the NRC on 
02/21/86 at the First Tennessee Eank Building in Knoxville, TN, 
[B45 860714 832], (06/25/86),
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14. Quality Assurance Deviation Report PPS-A-86-0001, Rev. 0.  
[L19 860530 900], (07/15/86) 

15. TVA memo from L. Turnel to D. W. Wilson, "Hartsville, Phipps Bend, and 
Yellow Creek Storage Facilities - Significant Condition Report (SCR) No.  
GENIRP 8601," [B24 860911 003], (09/11/86) 

16. TVA memo from L. Tummel to E. R. McWherter, "Significant Condition Report 
(SCR) GENIRP 8601 Rl," [B24 861120 002], (11/20/86) 

17. TVA memo from C. A. Chandley to Those Listed, "Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, 
Watts Bar, Bellefonte Nuclear Plants, and Hartsville and Phipps Bend 
Distribution Centers - Significant Condition Report (SCRI No. GENIRP 8601 
R'," [B44 870202 012], (02/02/87) 

18. NSRS Investigative Report I-85-225-SQN, "Environmental 
Qualification/Electrical/I&C Equipment/Components," (03/12/86) 

19. Watts Bar Nuclear Performance Plan (Draft), Section III, "Special 
Programs," (05/06/87) 

20. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Performance Plan, Section III, "Special 
Programs," (revised 09/02/86) 

21. Letter from Taylor, NRC, to TVA, "Equipment Qualification for SQN," 
[A02 860214 009], (02/11/86) 

22. Letter from Taylor, NRC, to TVA, "Equipment Qualification (EQ) Inspection 
of SQN," [A02 860303 005], (02/25/86) 

23. Letter from Zech, NRC, to TVA, "Equipment Qualification Inspection 
SQN," [A02 860620 005], (06/13/86) 

24. Letter from Heishman, NRC, to TVA, "Inspection Nos. 50-327/86-01; 
50-3289/86-01," [A02 860821 010], (08/15/86) 

25. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Environmental Qualification Package, 
SONEQ-MOV-005, Vols. I and II, "Limitorque Actuators Outside Containment 
with Brakes," (02/25/86) 

26. Watts Bar Environmental Qualification Project - Project Manual, 
WBN-EQP-01, Rev. 1 [B71 860725 500], (07/25/86) 

27. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, EQ Documentation Package, WBNEQ-GEN-001, 
Rev. 0 [B71 860930 572], (09/30/86, Tabs A and B and Open Items only)
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28. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, EQ Documentation Package, WBNEQ-1PT-001, 
"Westinghouse Pressure Transmitters," Rev. 0, [B71 860930 573], 
(09/30/86, Tabs A and B and Open Items only) 

29. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, EQ Documentation Package, WBNEQ-MOV-003, 
"Limitorque Motorized Valve Actuators," Rev. 0, [B71 860930 590], 
(09/30/86, Tabs A and B and Open Items only) 

30. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, EQ Documentation Package, WBNEQ-MOT-002, 
"Joy Fan/Reliance Electric Induction Motor, Type RN Insulation, Inside 
Containment," Rev. 0, [B71 860930 533], (09/30/86, Tabs A and B and Open 
Items only) 

31. Browns Ferry EQ Documentation Package, BFN2EQ-MOT-001, "GE RHR and Core 
Spray Pump Motors," Draft Rev. 0, (03/09/87, Tabs A and B and Open Items 
only) 

32. Browns Ferry EQ Documentation Package, BFN2EQ-XMTR-005, "Rosemont 
Pressure Transmitters," Draft Rev. 0, (03/09/87, Tabs A and B and Open 
Items only) 

33. Browns Ferry Engineering Project Procedures, BFEP-PI-87-01 through 23 and 
28 for environmental qualification, Rev. 0, (issued 03/18/87) 

34. Browns Ferry Environmental Qualification Project - Project Manual, 
BFN-EQP-01, Rey. 0, (09/23/86), (superseded by BFEP-PPI-87-01, etc.) 

35. Letter from J. 0. Vantrease, Impell, to J. Cox, TVA, "Bellefonte Nuclear 
Plant, NSSS En4ironmental Qualification Program, Project Status - July 
31, 1985," [B45 851114 953], (09/31/85) 

36. Significant Condition Report, BLN EEB 8543, Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, 
Units 1 and 2, "Ther! is no methodology document . . . for Environmental 
Qualification . . ." [B43 851212 903], (12/09/85) 

37. TVA memo from J. A. Raulston to D. T. Clift, "Bellefonte Nuclear Plant 
Engineering Report (ER) for Significant Condition Report (SCR) BLN EEB 
8543," 8[B45 860128 256], (01/28/86) 

38. Letter from B. J. Youngblood, NRC, to S. A. White, TVA, "Transmittal of 
Draft Safety Evaluation on Equipment Qualification for Sequcyah, Units 1 
and 2," (12/05/86) 

39. TVA memo from J. A. Kirkebo (Eng. and Tech. Services) to R. G. uomer 
(Proj. Eng.), "Organization for Maintaining the Environmental 
Qualification Program for Electrical Equipment under 10 CFR 50.49," [B45 
860329 251], (09/04/86)
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40. Sequoyah Engineering Administrative Instruction SQEP-AI-08A, 
"10 CFR 50.49 Program Requirements for Environmental Qualification of 
Electrical Equipment," Rev. 2, (05/27/87) 

41. TVA memo from R. C. Weir to Those Listed, "Bellefonte, Browns Ferry, 

Sequoyah, and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants - Issuance of Nuclear Engineering 
Branch's (NEB) Discipline Interface Procedure (DI) 125.01 Rl, Program 
Requirements for Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment in 
Harsh Environments," [B45 870317 263], (03/17/87) 

42. Sequoyah Element Report 210.2, "Inadequate Environmental Qualification 
Program," Rev. 2, (01/27/86) 

43. Letter from G. L. Parkinson (Bechtel) to G. R. McNutt (TVA), CATO 210 02 

SON 01 ECTG Verification Closeout Checklist, BLT-497, (09/23/87)
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